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Hi everybody,
(An Important Message For the Jews)
This week's PRACTICAL DREAM AND VISION ANALYSIS report
really touched my heart. It is a must read! A very special lady had a
very interesting vision about a very deep canyon. In the vision, down
at the bottom of that canyon she found a very strange creature.
Check out the dream analysis report below.
Please remember that the purpose of these reports is for you to try
to interpret the dreams and visions yourself before you read
the interpretation done by me.
Please remember to read the post about the Golden Key available to
us in terms of dreams and visions interpretation that makes it
possible to interpret each and every dream or vision correctly. Click
on the link below for more information:
The Golden Key
The analysis reports are part of our “Dreams and Visions
Interpretation Course” program. These reports will be of tremendous
value as it will slowly but surely train you and prepare you to master
the gift of the “interpretation of dreams and visions”. You will
eventually interpret dreams and visions correctly and according to
Biblical principles. Of course it will get easier and quicker as you get
more familiar with the different principles that govern dream and

vision interpretation.
Although it is a gift, it is a gift that God gave all his children.
Although it is a gift, it does take time and practice. Apart from getting
more and more familiar with all the different symbols and the
different fundamental principles that govern dream analysis, it also
cultivates a closer and more intimate relationship with Christ our Lord.
So, read all the reports as faithful as you can and stand up and be
counted!
Dream:
I was taken to a place that was like a canyon, but the walls of this
canyon were so high you could not see any sky. As though it went up
forever. This place was black, and sleek black rock smooth as though
they were formed by lava. The ground looked like a dried up lake-bed,
only formed by the same black rock. There was absolutely no wind.
No smell. This place was the definition of nothing.
I was placed looking at a scene . On the right, was a man (I know this
person, he is saved, but he is also Jewish). He was staring to the left
at a object to the left of me. I was standing back able to see this
unfold. The object to the left was a human shape, not male, not
female, but shaped human.
It was COMPLETELY covered in the most bright vibrant butterflies. Hot
pink, soft and bright yellow some tipped with blue. The man to my
right could not see anything but this creature. He didn't know I was
standing there. He didn't even see the black place (canyon). There
was no color or hue in the surroundings other than shade of black on
black. Twenty feet this figure stood from him.
All of a sudden, the butterflies flew off the figure, scattered left and
right, one solitary butterfly flew towards his face. The butterflies that
scattered started to disintegrate, not in flames, but became a black
silt. Not floating down, but pouring down like fine black sand. They
became one with the ground below.
The butterfly that flew towards his face, he reached out to touch, and
before he could, it disintegrated like the other butterflies did. Then
the figure he was enamored with was revealed. Like a black figure
made of this rock. The creature turned its back on him.

The first leg that took a step became the same as the butterflies. It
walked and became the same as the ground. Nothing. I looked at
him. He fell, knees then palms first, weeping. Sorrow. Deep regret
and realization weeping. A deep groaning I heard the word, "Ashes". I
could feel this deep sorrow.
Suddenly I was in a different place. I had moved to the right. Like
being swept there. This place was beautiful. Jerusalem was in the
distance behind this beautiful place. Perfect peace. And not the
atmosphere but I could feel the presence of God in perfect peace
here. I saw a tree. This tree was only a little above a story tall. The
trunk was intertwined in three and beautiful and smooth. I heard the
word "Myrtle tree". The leaves were a rich, deep, green and the
spotting of white blossoms adorned it. The air had a perfect scent, a
clean, yet perfumed scent.
There was a pleasant breeze that refreshes without a chill. The grass
was perfect and vibrant. Perfect height but not manicured by anyone.
This place was alive. The sky was a perfect mid day blue and the sun
was slightly behind me but not beating down.
Under the shade of the tree, the man sat Indian style with an open
Hebrew bible in his lap. As he leaned back on the tree I heard, "Join
him and hear the word."
Dream Analysis:
I am briefly referring to different symbols in this analysis. It is
important for you to check them out in the Dreams Dictionary as
well so that you have a better understanding of these symbols. It is
also important to remember that certain circumstances leading up to
a dream or certain questions asked before a dream or a person
pondering on something specific before a dream really helps a lot in
terms of interpreting the dream. In most cases such information
ensures that the interpretation is totally accurate.
Interpretation:
This vision, in a general sense, speaks of the nation of Israel.
However, if it can be connected to an incident it can be about a
specific person or a group of people going through a very bad
situation. First I want to explain why it is probably about the Jewish
nation. The saved man in the dream is a Jew. In the second part of

the vision this man had a Hebrew Bible on his lap. Jerusalem was in
the background. This indicates that this message is probably for the
Jews.
A valley in dreams speaks of a bad situation or a bad challenging
time. A canyon so deep with walls so high that you cannot even see
the sky speaks of an utterly negative, depressive, hopeless situation,
far more worse than a valley. The different shiny smooth shades of
black speaks of utter depression, negativity, evil, hopelessness and
unbelief. This really fits the Jewish nation who rejected Christ and who
brought the curse of the law onto themselves. Symbols as bad and as
negative as these usually do not fit situations in the lives of other
people or other nations.
Just think of the utter hopelessness through all the years of
antisemitism, the persecution and the relentless killing of the Jews by
people and nations right through history. God did not help them at all
even when Hitler and the Germans were attempting to wipe out the
Jewish nation for good. I am pro Jewish. I really love this little nation
and I belief God still has a plan for this nation but, until the nation of
Israel accepts Jesus Christ as their Savior, they will have no rest and
no peace exactly as God warned (see Scriptures about choosing life or
death and the blessing or the curse in the Old Testament). When you
see the long list of persecution and hatred and antisemitism through
the ages you will understand my point here. The Jews had been
ravaged by genocidal conflict since they rejected Christ Jesus. Read
this post which will definitely depict what the Jews had been going
through because of this (It is absolutely a MUST read if you really
want to understand the role of Israel in the world today and during
the end times): The Siege Of Jerusalem Prophesied.
Butterflies symbolizes people who are led by their emotions and
feelings and moods. Pink butterflies speak of people who are led by
sentimental feelings and yellow butterflies people led by jealousy,
hatred and blasphemous feelings and attitudes against God or the
Holy Spirit, just like the Pharisees in the time of Christ.
These people created a human shaped being without a gender
(symbolized by the influences of the butterflies). This human shaped
creature symbolizes a nation (men and women) and probably not a
person. This creature became absolutely "black" (negative,

depressed, a result of pure unbelief, being wicked, bad, sinful,
hopeless). It became dry (dry means the total lack of the Spirit of
God and the blessings of God) just as much as the dry canyon it
dwelled. This is the curse of the law in action. This is actually the
devastating reality and situation of the Jewish nation. The butterflies
probably symbolize the Pharisees and the Sadducee’s and their
modern counterparts within the Jewish nation today.
The man right from you (right symbolizes positiveness and right and
good) is probably Jesus Christ (although it seems that He (God) is not
aware of anything else around him except for the black human
shaped creature) which probably speaks of him being totally focused
on this creature, the Jewish nation, when He walked this earth. He
came to save this creature (the Jewish nation). Christ was totally
focused on this nation whom He knew lost their way early in the Old
Testament already. His mission was to save the Jews.
The solitary butterfly heading for him symbolizes the lack of interest
in Christ and their refusal to accept him as their Savior. They rejected
Christ which ultimately caused the destruction of the Jewish nation
(See link above for further reading). This is symbolized by the
butterflies disintegrating into fine black sand (sand in dreams speaks
of the "flesh") and this creature disintegrating like the butterflies (the
blind leading the blind to destruction).
The human shaped creature uttering "ashes" emphasized the total
hopelessness of this creature. Ashes symbolizes destruction and pure
hopelessness. Even the one butterfly which showed a little bit of
interest, which probably speaks of a tiny minority of the Jewish
religious leaders, did not make it. Before Christ could touch them (the
few Jewish leaders symbolized by this butterfly) even they perished.
Please take note that this scene is about those who rejected Christ. It
is not about those who did accept him as their Saviour like John and
Peter and so on. It is about the butterflies (wicked Jewish religious
leaders) and the hopeless creature (Jewish nation).
You were swept away to the right which is good (right and good and
positive). You symbolize those people (Jews but also gentiles) who
embraced the gift and deliverance and salvation God offered them.
The second scene speaks of the time of the grace of Christ. This is the
time (period) when all of us are able to hear the gospel and able to

repent and follow Christ. The man in this scene still symbolizes Christ
Jesus who is the Word of God. The Hebrew Bible on his lap indicates
that this message is for the Jews. The voice that said, "Join him and
hear the word" is probably Father God who also said "This is my Son
in whom I am well pleased. Listen to him". All the symbols around
this person sitting Indian style there under that myrtle tree symbolize
God the Father, the Tree of restoration (Myrtle tree - The references in
Isaiah (Isaiah 41:19 and 55:13) refer to the divine establishment of
the people in the land in subjection to Jehovah. As an evergreen,
fragrant shrub associated with watercourses, the myrtle tree is a
fitting symbol of the recovery and establishment of God's promises.
The trunk of the tree being intertwined in three speaks of a covenant,
agreement or marriage), prosperity and peace and healing (restful
place (peace), leaves (healing), spiritual food (blossoms), glory of
God (perfume – the myrtle tree leaves, blossoms and berries are used
to produce perfume), pleasant refreshing breeze (Spirit of God),
green grass (prosperity), midday blue (kingdom of God), sun subtle
on the skin (Father).
This vision is probably about the Jewish nation because of someone
pondering on the spiritual condition of the Jewish nation or a Jewish
person. This vision's message is that the Jewish nation is in a terrible
spiritual condition but that there is hope for them. Their only hope is
Christ Jesus. He saved them and in him is salvation, deliverance,
prosperity and life. Listen to him!
I would be very surprised if this vision is about a specific person
although it is possible. In that case that person is probably a Jew or a
person who accepted the Jewish faith. If not, then this person is in a
terrible spiritual condition similar to the Jews.
Feedback
It turned out that this vision was about a specific person. This is what
the lady who had this vision informed me:
I see the meaning. The person was raised orthodox (Jewish). He
accepted Yeshua (Jesus) but he walked away from the church. He
shut everyone out including me out. I don't know how to pray for him.
We were to be married and in a day after two years of dating, just
retreated and refused to talk with anyone, including pastors and a
messianic Rabbi we were close to. It has been heart wrenching. He

was on fire for God and filled with the Holy Spirit. When he prayed for
people by laying on of hands, they were instantly healed. Now he is
depressed, isolated in a hopeless situation. In fact, the last words he
spoke were "There is no hope for us." Now normally, I would accept a
break up and move on. But this has been anything but normal. I have
been woken up repeatedly to pray for him. He was even adamant that
God told him to marry me. It was like all literal hell came upon is. It
was so negative, I could see only as this being an onslaught. I am a
minister. I have been told through my family history that we are
Jewish. Although I have few clues of which tribe. Jesus is my King.
And I see the devastation of the Jews. I have been around Jewish
people all my life and many other cultures. Jesus was a Jew….
To me, when this lady pondered on the spiritual condition of her
friend, God’s answer with this vision was, “This is the spiritual
condition of the Jewish nation. Your friend is part of this. But there is
hope for the Jewish nation and there is also hope for her friend”. The
different symbols in the second scene suggest that.
Conclusion:
It is so easy to make a mistake when we interpret dreams. We need
to connect our dreams and visions to the incident that triggered it in
the first place. This will ensure a correct interpretation. However, do
not forget that there are times when God speaks to us directly
without us asking questions or pondering on matters that is bothering
us or important to us. These dreams are not connected to an incident
and are almost always spiritual and actually a lot easier to interpret.
I need to make it clear that all we can do is helping people
understanding their dreams and visions. We can help them with the
basics. We help them with most of the interpretation but even after
we have done that they still need to seek God's face about the dream
or the vision. They still need to deal with issues and they need to sort
out their responsibilities, actions and reactions in terms of the
relevant dream or vision.
Please read the posts in our newest category, “Interesting Discussions
on dreams” which will help you a lot.
See you next week
Blessings in Christ

ASR Martins

